of the ordinary, linear, homogeneous differential equations with constant coefficients can be obtained by replacing the usual operation of differentiation by more general differential operators. Special cases of these generalizations are obtained by considering equations of the form respectively. Thus there is an obvious analogy with the familiar case where the solutions are built up from the solutions of the eigenvalue problem -y"-ay = 0. However, in the closed manifold the eigenvalues must be positive, and the repeated roots of the auxiliary equations, associated with (1) and (2) contribute no extra solutions for the differential equation.
Generalizations
of the ordinary, linear, homogeneous differential equations with constant coefficients can be obtained by replacing the usual operation of differentiation by more general differential operators. Special cases of these generalizations are obtained by considering equations of the form respectively. Thus there is an obvious analogy with the familiar case where the solutions are built up from the solutions of the eigenvalue problem -y"-ay = 0. However, in the closed manifold the eigenvalues must be positive, and the repeated roots of the auxiliary equations, associated with (1) and (2) contribute no extra solutions for the differential equation. These results will be established only for equation (1). Analogous methods can be applied to (2) , or this equation can be reduced to (1) by means of the operator*. For the study of (1) it is convenient to introduce the concept of afield system, defined as follows:
A field system A is a doubly infinite sequence of differential forms a", n = 0, +1, • • • , that for each n satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) ctn is closed and an+l = 5a", (ii) an is co-closed and an+1=da".
It is shown in [2] that any exact or co-exact form determines a unique field system in the manifolds under consideration.
For example, on the unit circle, a field system is given by a2" = sinx, a2n+1 = cos xdx, all n. In other manifolds it may be possible to obtain only an infinite sequence with w = 0-For example, in the four-dimensional space of special relativity, the electro-magnetic potential a, field ß and current y form the first three elements of such a sequence since ha = 0, da = ß, dß =0, iß = y,
By a suitable choice of the index n, it may be assumed that a" is co-exact. Then for all n, a2n+2 = dda2n and a2n~2 = <rsa2n, where 5 and a are the operators defined in [2] .1 The relation between these field systems and equation (1) Proof. Assuming again that a0 is co-closed, then (a-1, a1) = (a-1, dba.-1) = (5a-1, 5a_1) = (a0, a0) and similarly (ar, ar) = (a2r, a") = X(a°, a0), showing that X>0. Similarly, if cos0r,r+2* is defined by (a', ar+2i:) = ||ar||-||ar+2*|| cos 0r,r+2*, one obtains that ll«°ll2 (5) COS B-r,r = J,-¡-j-n-¡7
and then tCOS20_r+i,r-l~| -cos 0r-2,r, COS ö_r+2,r-2 J since the right hand side of (6) can be expressed by means of (5) which immediately reduces to the right-hand side of (5). Next, using (6) one can prove by induction that
Indeed, equation (7) is trivial for r=l, and it reduces to (6) when r = 2. Assuming then that the equation has been proved for r -2 and r-1, one may substitute the values given by (7) for the quantities in brackets in equation (6). The power of cos ö<_i,<+i that results from these substitutions is precisely 2(r-1 -|*|) -(r -2-\i\)=r -|*| which agrees with (7).
In particular, equation (7) implies that cos 02r,oácos d2,o. Since the equation a2r = Xa° is equivalent to cos 02r,o = 1, one must have cos 02,0 = 1 also and hence a2 = pct° for some p. Iterating this result one ob- and o, is given by (11) to obtain a solution of (10) and hence a solution of hdß=\ß. To complete the proof it must be shown that the matrix that gives the ß's in terms of the a's is nonsingular. But from (8) and (11), the (r, s) entry in this matrix is precisely (1 -am/cm) 2*-o CiX<_' and this matrix can be obtained by elementary row operations from the matrix with components coV'-This matrix is nonsingular if co^O and if the Xr's are distinct and nonzero. Remark. If a is assumed to be co-derived then any root X< = 0 of the characteristic equation may be neglected since oap? = 0 and ß = dy imply j8 = 0. Thus Theorems 2 and 3 show that the solutions of (1) are linear combinations of the solutions of (3).
The preceding theorems have shown that the solutions of equations (1) and (2) ||5a|H|</ô/3|| ||5/3||-||dôa|| and using equations (13), (14) a2aAß*~ (8a) A (5/3)* b2a A ß* -(8a) A (Sß)* *** ß) = \\8a\\.\\ß\\ •-IMI-IMI which reduces to (iv) using ||5a|| =aa, \\8ß\\ =bß.
Appendix. The operators s, <r.
For each form a of class C°° defined on the manifolds under consideration, there exists a unique co-derived form aa, a unique derived form sa and a unique harmonic form aff such that a = do-a + 8sa 4-«#.
This equation determines two operators s and a with the following properties:
